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Abstract. A new method of characterizing epi-reflect.ive and mono-ccaeflective hulls irn cer- 
tain subcategories. of the category HAU@ of Hausdoaff spaces and continuous maps is invest&a ,.ed ,,
For cornpark on, the basic results are first presente(i briefly for HAUS. ‘Ibe remaindw of the pag411. 
i? concerned with the category ILCS of Hausdorff locally convex topological vz,ctsr SPBI eb md 
continuous linear transformations, In LB, reflective means closed under the taking of producta 
ilndt closed subspaces, and coreflective has a similar interpredation involving direct sums and 
quotients. II eorems analogous to those for HAUS are provcd and then applied to study the 
distribution of reflective and coreflective subcz.legories n LIIZS and the hulls of c&Ttain classes 
of spaces. Su scategories of LCS that ;are both rcflsctive and coreflective are also investigatted, 
anti some consequences of results are the repteseiltation theorems that very space is a qu otient 
of 4 contyr!etc: space, aclosed subspace ofa barrelled space, and, assuming the nonexisteno:e f 
a stror@) imccessible cardinal, aclosed subspace ofa bornt>logical space. 
AM Subj. Class. : Mmary 46AQ3,46h119; 
Secondary 46A07,46A09,54I199 
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If C is a category and OQ is a class of objects from e, the ep&refll?c- 
tive hull of sly, when it exists, is the srnlallest ful replete subcategory of 
CZ which contains SQ and is epi-reflectable. The dual concept is that of 
rnmo-cm rjlec tive Izud?l. ry general result!: have been given by 
[l],Werrlkh [ll],H 1 and Strc&es [ 1131, and others charaic 
epi-reflect ive hulk in terms of extremali sububjects of products 
s of s of tht e’), Xendii ihty of eertairk mappings. These 
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r&&s, however, make no use of the specific structure that may be avail- 
able in a given category. FrankXn [ 91 has given a more specialized charac- 
terization of the @-reflective hulls of certain classes of Tychonoff spaces 
&I HAUS which employs the Stone-6ech compactification. In Section 2 
we sh;aNi give brief descriptions of the epi-reflective and mono-coreflective 
Mls of any class of spaces in HIAW I wXch employ the concepts of filters 
and open sets, The methods are quite general, and analogous results are 
established for LCS in Section 3 and ~6: used in ithe rema’inder of the 
paper to analyze the rich structure of reflective and corefllective subcate- 
gories of LCS. 
We are not the first to study operations in ES. Diestel, Morris and 
Saxon [6,7] and Morris and Dicstel [ 201 have defined the concept of a 
variety in KS as a collection closed unller the operations of taking prod- 
ucts, arbitrary subs-paces and quotients. However, there are two main 
points of difference. First, their principal concern seems to be Banach 
spaces. Second, we allow only closed subspaces, but include the direct 
sum operation, which is fundamental to our development. Consequently, 
the results obtailjed appear to have very iittle in common. 
A few definitions uffice to ;~llow an outline of our principal results 
in LCS. In LCS, all reflective subcategories are epi-reflective and all co- 
reflective subcategories are mono-coreflective, and hence we shall drop 
the prefixes epi and mono. Let us call a subcategory of LCS bireflective 
if it is both reflective and coreflective. If a reflective (coreflective, bire- 
elective) subcategory is the reflective (coreflective, bireflective) hull of’ 
a single space, we shal term the: subcate#gory singly generated, and refer 
to the space as a geaeratw. Two spaces which have the same reflective 
(coreflective, bireflective) hull Ml1 be called reflectively (coreflectively, 
birefkctively ) equiwzh t. With these definitions our main results con- 
ce?ning LCS may be expressed jln simplified form as follows. All infinite- 
dimensional Banach spaces are rzoreflectively eql rivalen t and are bireflec- 
t.ive generators of LB. There are ,J proper class I>f complete bireflectively 
non-equivalent spaces. in LCS. No non trivial bire flee Gve subcategory of 
ES is singly generated either reflectively or core flee lively, and each has 
a proper class of complete reflerztively non-equivalen-: spaces and a proper 
Class of complete coreflectivtily non-equivalent space,;. 
The notions of category theory will be as in [ 191, mless otherwise in- 
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dicat SC.. One departure will be the use of the terms reflective and core- 
flectivc: as in Freyd [ II 01, which is the reverse of the less common usage: 
Not all categories have an epi-reflective hull for every sul~lass, but a 
very useful sufficient condition for this to be so in 14 category is Icon- 
tained in a theorem of Herrlich and. %recker [ 13, Theorem 61 which is 
based IIn previous work of Freyd [ 10, p. 871, Isbell [ 141, Kennison [ 17 11 
and Bzron [ I]. In what follows, eit1 er this theorem or its dual insures 
the existence of all hulls considered. 
If sl is a class of objects, we shall denote the ep&reflective hull of J~Q 
by siz * as m [ 17]. Correspondingly, Ithe mono-coreflective hull w% be dc:- 
noted by SQ *, and the bireflecti.ve hs!ll by d z. If & consistts of a single 
space .Er we shall let E*; E’* and Et s tarnd in place of fl* , ~4 * and SQ r ) 
respectively. Thl:ns with the base field K are associated K*, K* and Ky, 
which are the smalle:st reflective, corcflective and bireflective subcat%- 
gories of LCS, respectively. 
We turn now to topology. For concepts and notation in general top00 
logy and the theory of locally convex topological vector spaces, we refe:lr 
to [ I 51 and [ 2 I], respectively. We shall also need some special notation, 
For any space A we shall let xdenote the cardinal of the underlying sei 
and exp H will denote the cardinal of the power set of H. for any H. If A 
is a member of LCS, dim (A ) will denote the Hamel dimension of ,A, anvil 
x(A) will denote the local character of A at zero [ 2, 1 SR.81. Nere x(A) 
is the least cardinal of a neighborhood base at zero, and since it is this 
same at the local character at any other point of A, we shall simply ref:::r 
to X(A) as the c/zavactev ofA (see [ 41). 
Finally, of particular importance in our discussion of hulls in LCS is 
the concept of a total space, which we define to be any space having a 
nei&,borhood :Df the origin which co:ntaijis no nontrivial inear subspace I 
As a matter of notation, for any spac.e E and convex, circled neighbor- 
hood N of zero in E, H(N) will denote the maximal subspace of E con- 
tained in N, Then E +s total exactly when there is an N such that 
H(N)= (0). 
2. The category 
The category AUS of all I-IausdorjFf topological spaces and 
apt’ has botl,. epi-reflective and ive hulls 
r comparison with later develop y we 
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basic theorems characterizing these huUs. Jt should be noted that the 
results -$epend heavay on the more general &aracterizations of hu1l.s 
using products and t;xtremal sabobjects, etc. Also 2,, 1 is remlniscer; t of 
the embedding lemma of general topology 1 H 5, p. 1161. 
2-6. l’heolcem. Let A be a sub r&w of MAWS and let B be nn object in 
HAUS Then l3 E SQ * iff for wery divergent filter 3 in B there is m 
A E ~4 and an f E Horn@, A) with f (3) diveipgmt in A, #23 E sQ*, then 
3 is a closed subsi7ace of a product of an indexed sub~tinzily of d whose 
cardinal is less th&!n OJ equal tfl exp expz 
Proof, Suppose B E .sd *. Then, as is well known [ 121, l? is homeomorphic 
to a closed subspaee’C of a prt)duct Xi, Ai, blare each Ai IS in SB. Let 
f : B -+ C be the h.omeomorph ism, j : C + ,XhTl ~1 i the canonical injection, 
and for each k f 1’, let ok : X /.i + Ak be k:he canonicali projection. If 3 
is a divergent filter in B, tnen ,f(S) is divergent j.n C and j( f( 3)) is diver- 
gent in X iEl Ai becaus:: C is a closed subspace of & A,. Again there 
must be some k yfith ~(i!f(;~))) divergent in Al, E SQ. 
Conversely, suppose that fcir eacil (divergent filter & iin B there is an 
A, E Se and a map for : B + A, \Irllth &J&) divergent in A,. Let 
$ : B + .X (A, I al.1 & ) be the) rilap induced by the f&‘s and let g = jf, 
where f : B + C is an epimorp hlsm and j is an cxtremal monomorphism. 
For any two distinct points x, y E B, the filter ‘gs consisting of a3 sets 
containing x :and y is a divergent filter, and in order that &( &) be diver- 
gent in A, .it is necessary and 5 uffkient that ,‘,(.x:) # fa( y). This shows 
that g is me-to-one. Since f is an kpirnorphis*m, f(B) is dense in C, and 
if f(B) WI=P(: not all of C, then some divergent filter & in B would map 
by f to a filter converging to a point in C--f(B). This is jimpossible, so b 
f is qnto. Now since each diveirgent filter in B inaps to a divergent filter 
in C: f is a homeomorphism, The cardinality condition follows from the 
fact that the number of filters in B is exp expel. !Z 
2.2. Theorem. Lel SQ be a non-empty class oJ%;rn-enzpty objects of 
AUS and let B be an objtict in HAW. Then B E 9Q, ifffor every non- 
open subset & of.3 there is an A E SQ and an f Ei Hom(A, B) with f--l(Q) 
non-open in 44. If B E SQ *, then B is 01 quotient ;,*i.‘ace of a direct surn of 
an indexed sub*faJMy of SQ wd rose cardinal is less than or equal to exp B 
oaf. Sclppose B E A,. Then (see [ 121) 8 is hom=omorphic to a quo- 
tient C” of a direct s31rn @ iEI ~1 i, whers: each .tLii s i n SQ L Dual to cjke argu- 
ment in 3 Le 1, it is easily shown that for each nun-open subset Q of B l!:,here 
is a k E I and a continuousp : Ak + 113 withy-l(Q) non-open in A,. 
Conversely, suppose that for ea.ch non-open subset Q, of B there iii,; iaul 
A, E SQ and anf, : A, + B with f-1 (Qa ) non-open in A, , Then for leach 
x E B, let A, be a non-empty object in .d, and let c, 1 A, + B’ Ix the con- 
stant map of A, to x E B, Let g : (@A&D (@Ax ) + B be the map indllNnic:eVd 
by the fol ‘s and cX ‘s, and let g = fq9 where f : C-, B is a monomorphisr 1:‘) and Q 
is an extremal epimorphisnr. It is plain that f is a bijection, and since ithe 
invense image of each non-open subset of B is non-open, f is a homeo::Inor- 
phism* The cardinality condition follows from the fact that the numlbes 
of subsets of B is expz fl 
These results depend on the “dual” charact:erization f continuou!il 
functions in terms of filters and open sets, and consequently t.heorems 
similar to them hold in many su.bc:ategozies of’ MAUS. 
3. The category LCS. Reflective and coreflective subcategories 
We shall present here basic results on reflective and coreflective hulIs 
in LCS. Since product and extremal subobject have essentially the sail-ue 
meaning in LCS as in HAUS, 2. ‘1 holds identically in LCS. Theorem 21.2 
does not carry over directly to LCS; hence we shall begin with the an ;L- 
kogue for LCS. 
3. I. Theorem. Let d be a non-et;*zpty subclass of nontrivial objects in 
S, and ket I3 be an object i~z LCS T?zen B E d, if and only iffor ec.rcr% 
convex, circled, nbsorbing spt U c:: B that is not a neig?&&ood of zeIll’*o 
there is an A E d and an f E Hom(A, B) and f -l(U) is itilo,? Qneighboil*,- 
hood of zero in A. If B E: SC+, tkr,:r B is u qzotient of a dkect sum of :IzK! 
indexed subfamily of ~4 whose cxrrdinal does not exceed exp 
The proof of this res& is esscntii;al: 9 similar to the proof of 2.2. [:I 
In the: case when the: space Ito lx generated isa Mackey space, 8 ~MXX: 
&fined criterion than 3. I can ibe sghrerr. 
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Here we shall merely note that the proof is basled on the fact that a 
Lackey tr>yolagy is the strongest topology assc.,ciated with a given dual. Cl 
The accompanying cardinaility condition alI-ady f&ows from 3.1. 
When the spaces involved are bornological, this cardinallity condition 
can be improved. 
3.3. Propositiona. If the members of SQ are borno!ogicai and B E A $, then 
B is u quotient 0-f a direct su;_n of m indexed subfamily of d whose car- 
dinality does not exceed E 
Proof. If h is 8 discontinuous functional on B, then h maps a certain non- 
empty family Cn of null sequences inB to non-null sequences. For an 
AE~Q andanf:A + B, h f j:s ‘discontinuous if and onlly if f maps some 
null sequence in A to a member of 31 a Since the numbler of all sequences 
in B does not exceed T, the x=esuit f~iiows. t13 
From 2.1 and 3.2 there fcjllow two results of :q very basic nature. 
3,4. Theorem. Ewy space E’ is a closed subjspace of a prodwt of spaces 
P, satisfying x(A ) G 2 = 6 
Proof. Let 3 be a divergent filter in E Then there is a convex radial . t 
circled neighbrarhood NO of serc in E such that 3 is not eventually in 
NO and for eal,h nonzero x E E there is a convex radial circled neighbor- 
hood Nx of zero in E iwhich !does not contain x and such that zi is not 
eventually in x + IV,. Taking for a base d311 rational multiples and finite 
intersections of the N, ‘s and: NO9 we obtain a space A with the same 
underlying vestor space 2s E and a character not gre:ater than its cardinal. 
Clearly, under the natural mr~, 3 goes tc 21 divergent filter in A.. The 
result follows from 2.1 I, Cl 
3.5. Theorem. If E’ is a Machzy space, E is a quotient of a dirccr' sum oJ’ 
subsgwes A each: satis&ing (:tim(A) 4 X(EQ. 
ooff. ILet h be a discor;$nu;,us functional on E, and het rpi be a neigh- 
borhood base for the or& with cardinal x(E 3. Then for each IV E: Is , 
h is unbounded on P-J, and there is a countable subset P(N) of N such 
that h is unbounded on P(N ). All the P(N J’s generate asubspac 
E wi:h dim(A) G x(E), and !Ct is discontinuou:; on Al. The result 
Lrom 3.2. R 
. 
Vo nontrivial birefiective subc:Sattsgory f LCS is singly generated ~1 Ither 
reflectively or coreflectivefy. In the remainder of this se&ion AR! shall cork 
sider some results which estabh 
3.6. Lemma. If N is any cmvex, &TM neighborhood oj’zero ih E, 
E/H(N) is a !otat space, Thus CI cwdi& nweber is an upper bound f;Oi* 
the dimension o-f total subspaces of E if and oniy if 0 is an upper bawd 
for the dimension of total CorMniUous images of E. 
Proof. Let I’94 be a crsnvex, circled neighborhood of zero in E. Thlen if ‘+I-- 
is the closu:re of N, H(N) = H(N- >. Thus we only nee,d tie show that 
E/H(N- ) is total to obtain the first part of the lemma. This follows fi:om 
the fact that N- = N- + H(N-). 
The remainder of the lemma follows from the first. observation ancl 
the fact that for any quotient mapping : E -t F there is a subspace M 
of E with g a bijection of M onto F‘ 0 
Diestel, Morris and Saxon [ 6, 7’; define a variety of ZocalZy convex 
spaces to be .a class of spaces closed under products, suhspaces and qrlo 
tients. ,They show that if bt is a ‘bound on the dimension of normed sch- 
spaces of members of a class OQ of spaces, N is also a bound on the di,m 
mension of narmed sEbspaces of members of the variety generated b!lr 
98. Togetht:r with 3.6 the following result. provides an extension of this 
theorem from normed spaces to tota! spaces. 
3.7. Theorem. If H is a bound on the dimension of total subspacles oj” 
members of .74, H is also a bound in the dimension of ,totul subspaw 
of members ofd * . 
Proof, Let A! be a space with a total subspaee of dimension greater th.;l,.n 
H. Let 3 be the filter in E resulting izrom the filter base of all sutbspac8,:es 
of E of codimension less than or equaE to H ., TFon 3 is divergent in E I) 
Let f : E + A, where A E SQ . E”olr- a ny convex, zircled neighborhaM ~4 
of zero in A, A/H(N) is total and of dimension ot greater than !& by 
3.6. Thus if v : A + A/.FI(N) is tlhe natural m;lp, the kernel of ~~%as C~ZF 
dimension ot greuter than N in E and is a memb,er of 5 mapping ial o 
N under J As a consequence, f( !g 11 converges to zero in A. By 2, ‘II ) 
E$sQ*. 
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3.8, Ccsrdlarj~ IV0 rtm rriviiil t%rejkctive subcategory of LCS is veflec- 
tivdy singly genemted and e(;ach con t&s a proper cl~~uss ofreflective sub- 
talregories of Lc with comp!e:e generators. 
PkooC Every nontriv J bireflective category contains the base field K 
and hemce the total ce CEN for any cardinal number of copies of K, 
and the corollary n&qlxence of this fact. 0 
3.9, Proposition. No nontrivkzl bireflective SUbCiZfegCW~ of LCS & co- 
reflectively singE;i genemted, and each cm t&s a proper class of coreflec- 
tive subcategories of LCS with complete generators. a 
Proof. Let H1 and N* be infinite cardinals with H1 <: ~2. Algebraically, 
let 
where Kol = K for each cy cz H 2. Thelt, for each subset 5’ of PC* wilth 
r< F z there is a projectian of F( H” 9 H 2) onto $LYES KQI and we let 
pi@ ; , H*) have the weakest locally convex topology making all of these 
projections continuous. In this way I F( tcl , H 2) is em3edded as in. closed 
subspace of a product of direct sums of K, and hence is in K*, and thus 
in any nontrivial bireflective subcategory of LCS. Now every subspace 
of F(H1 , H *) of dimension less than or equal to Hl has the core topo- 
logy, and hence it is clear from 3.1 that for any space E, if H1 is chosen 
so that z< HI, l-hen E( ~1, ~2) $ E,. Thus no coreflectively singly 
generated category co&aim all the F( ~1, H*)‘s. LI 
e category LCS. T&al spaces 
Here we shall investigate the reflective and coreflective hulls of the 
cllass of total spaces and somfe related questi.ons. While the results are of 
intezest in their own right, they will also find application in Section 5. 
4.1. Theorem. Every total spiace is a clmed mbspace of a product of 
normed spaces. UIUS the fmI spaces md d%e mmed spaces have the 
same ,neflective t~.4l:! 
. Let IZ be a total space, arid id TJ be a divergent filter in Er. By 2.1, 
we Imlst she-TV t o:rm& space $’ and corltins,-Tr A + up 
f : E + F, f(S) is divergent. Since ; total, there is 9 convex &c 
neighborhood lV orf zero in ~5 with N) = (0). Let 
norrriab’le space which results; from the gauge of pal’ o Then there is a 
mat: oral map z : E + tilf f and if n( 8 ) is divergent in EN :, we are done. * 
Suppose n(S) converges to x E EN. Then, since 2: diverges in E, there 
is some convex circied neighborhood A! of zero in E with M C IV, an 
such that 3 is not eventually in x +- J4. Let EM be Ithe .normable space 
corresponding toIM, aqid let p : E + iEM be the natural map. Suppc~se 
p ( 3) converges to y E I&. Then y :+ x, and for some h > 0, x - y $ AN. 
Thus x + 4 XN and y + i AM c y + 3 WV are disjoint,, yet 8 must eventudly 
be in both these sets. This contradiction shows that p(S) diverges in thie 
normable space EM. D 
The reflective hull o? the t&I splaces consists of spaces each a closed 
subspace of a product of spaces of character HO. Ntcrt every membver 05 
KS has this property. 
4.2. Proposition. FOP emh cardirsal 13, let C( H) be the refi”ctive Ml of 
the class of spaces of character *less than OP equal to H. Thti.n for m(r) leg 
is C( k4) equal to LCS. 
Roof. For a given cardinal H I let M 1 = exp H . For each Al E H I9 1st 
Key = K, and let E be the algebraic p:rcd&t X,, *c l IF&, Let E have: the 
topology whose neighborhood base at the origin cs ::t :,i ,: ‘s of ;a 11 prIod wet s
X aE.H l Nat where ea.ch N,. is a neighborhood oi zero in Ku1 and NY =I JCL,, 
for all but a -subset of H 1 of cardinal H . Let P be the subspace of’.E CQA- 
sisting of all points which are nonzero on a set of coordinat3:s of zardind 
no larger than N . For each CI E BF 1, let V& : P + K,, be the projectilbn, a:llrl\.l 
for each subset S c Es 1 with !? < b! , let B(S) = fIaES I@( 1). Then the 
B(S)% are a base for al filt :!:r 3 which diverges in R However, for any 
convex circled neighborhood N of zero in P, the image of 5 in F/kf(A?) 
is convergent. Since any n lapping of P into a space of ,weight N or lw 
factors through such a P/I J(N), iii follows that P $ C( M). c3 
This result shows that 1 ;aere is no limit on the required character U,Df 
spaces to reflectively gem,:ate LCIS. 
We now trim tll the consideration of the corefI:ctive hull of the! tstal 
spaces. 
4.3. Theorcem. Every Lackey space is $a quo ti’ent of a total’Muckm spat P. .I . I 
roof. Let E be a Mackey space and for the alppropriate cardinai I4 1st 
U&k4 be a basis for .E, Then the #algebraic dual of .E irk the 
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topology induced by E is 
A=XQE*K* 5 
. 
where l&t = K for each ~1 E H . Let C be a compact, cornrex. eirclt:d subset 
of A with the property that fo:r any finite subsetJ of H the projl:ction 
Q : A + XaEJ Ka carries G to :‘s n&C’) which linearly spans X,,cV K, . 
ThLen the polar of C in E is a convex, circled, absorbing set whic’,l con- 
t&s no nontrivial subspace af E. For each positive integer n, let 
4 =x CUE n qrl,a) ’ 
where KC*_) := K for each 01 and let fn : A -+ A, be the canonical home+ 
morphism. T#et 
A’ =X; lA,,a = 
Then for each !I there is a cane~nical injection i, : A, X A n. +I + A 1 and 
B map E, : A -,+ A, x A,+1 induced by fn and fn+l. For each n. let 
Cn =(i, 6,)[(l/n)C]i. 
Then each Gn is a cornpa&, convex, circled :,ubset of Al. Defire C” by 
G*={~&+x,EC~ foreachn}. = 
Again C* is a compact, convex, circled f’ubset of Al. From C, C* inherits 
the property that if J is 151 finite sllbset of P X N (P the set of positive in- 
tegers), the projection n,,: Al -+ X (n a)EJKtn (y) carries G* to a. nJ(G*) 
which linearly spans X (nI, cuIEg K&, co .’ Anothef important property of G* 
is that if p : Al + X;=, 
map OR C*. 
A, is the natural projection, p is a one-to-one 
Th us if Ml is the subspace of A1 spanned by G*, p is a one- 
to-one map on Ml. Next, let M be the dual of E. Th.ere is a natural injec- 
tiong:Al+A1andgfi :A+AkLetM2betheimageofMundergfi. 
Then (&$-l [Ml + W] := M. L.et 
represent r&e dual of ,4 1, and ll:t F have the Lackey topology induced 
by M1 +I@” Then the map gfi : Ill -+ Ml + M2 induces a map 
(gfi)* : F + E. Since (:g~‘$-l [Ml + M2] = M, 
gfl[A-MI E:.d --(Ml i-M2), 
and by 3.2, E is the quotient o f+ F. Also, P’ is a total space because thl? 
polar of @* is a neighborhood N of zero in F with H(N) = {S). 0 
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ry. The corejkctive hull of the totlul spaces is ILCIS. 
of. EveIT space is a subspace (not necessarily closed) of a product ctf 
Banach spaces and hence a subspace of a Mackey space, and the result 
fohows from 4.3 because asubspace of a total space is total. The topCF- 
result on quotients of subspaces used here is from 18, p. 122]. Ll 
Thus far we have been concerned mainly with the class of all total 
spaces or all total Mackey spaces, but the hull of a single space is also of 
interest. Proposition 4.2 ,with 4.1 implies a kind of absolute hm:it on the 
reflective hull of a total space. Theorem 3.7 provides information on thcl 
reflective hull of a total space or any space where infixmation concernir .;g 
the :dimensions of total suSspaces i available. The general: s!ituat.ion for 
coreflective hulls is less satisfactory. Corollary 4.4, together. wit!h the 
fact that the corefgective hull of the normed spaces is jvzst he class of 
dll bornological spaces [ 2 I, pe 631, implies ahilt. 4.1 has no analogue for 
cxeflective hulls; and, as Theorem 5.7 will show, a k rlc &edge of the 
dimensions of total subspaces of a space is insufficient inlgeneral to 
provide significant information about: its coreflective huh. However, for 
a metrizable space, a knowledge of the dimensions of’ the total sulbspwm 
is decisive for the coreflective hull, as the following ilzearem shc~ws. 
4.5. Theorem. Let iM be a metrizable sj9ace. If M has a13 injEWe-dimert- 
sior:al total subspat e, M * contains all complete tJornolcqica? spacx~s; 
while if M has IIO &finite-dimensiona/ total subs.Pace, Glen II!, contains 
no infinite-dimensiclnal normed space. 
Proof. We rel:all, from 3.6, that an upper bound on i-he dimensions of 
total subspaces of M is an upper bound on total continuous images of 
M and vice versai. Thx, if _&I has no infinite-dimensional tot 21 subspace, 
any map from A! to a nomled space has a finite range, ;‘jnd by 3.Z!, 
contain any infinite-dimensional harmed space., Thi!; establishes t 
the theorem. 
Now suppose that LU has an infinit~dimensional to*al subspace, 21 
let f : d-2 + B, where B is a Banach space and1 f(M) is mAnitc: dimensionalll 
We shall first show that 2 E M,. By a. result of l&y [ 51 t’aete is an in- 
finite-dimensional closed-subspace A, of f@Z) with a normalized Schaude ::
basis -$ I&, h:lving,the property that if Z A:, qm is in L, tllxn 
! X, I l “-r 44 CA, qn II for each nz, Choose a sequence {on }zE 
constants uch that {$--I (& gn )};.... 1 conwxy;es to zero in !I 
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b a dkxmtinueus functiand on I,. “Then for some it > 0 there is a 
sequence {J/R I& 1 fromf, for which II JI, 11<:2-“p,,but,lh(~~)IZa 
for each n. Define g : & -+I, by p(~~) =r 3/n /& for each pz. Then 
gf: f-‘(L) + I,, and siince 
h(gf) is discontinuous. But I, is an irljective in the category of Banach 
spaces and norm decreasing maps f33, and hence il is also an injective in 
KS. it follows that gf’can be e:xtended to a map p : M + ‘m, and clearly 
hp is discontinuous on M. Thus I, E M,. 
It ncow suffices to show that !_ contains all Banach sl-laces. Let B be 
a!Banach space, and let h be a discontinuous functionai c)n B. Then for 
some CN > 0 there is a sequence ( $n }rC1 from B for whit,\ II Jln II < 2-” n--l 
but 1 h( $I,) I > a for each yt. DeCne g : I, + B by 
If for each ~1, e, denotes the element of I_ which has 1 in the rtfh place 
and zeroes elsewhere, then I(hg:l (e,/n) I ? a and hg is discontinuous. It
follows that B E 1,, 3 so B E M*, Thus M* contains all complete borno- 
logical spaces. Cl 
4.6. Corollary. If N is an infinite-dimensional nwmed space and B is a 
Bunach scwe, then B is a quotiePzt of a direct sum of not more thar; ?? 
copies 0jA.l 
4.7. Coroilary. For a,~~ y space E, E, con tains al/ Barzach spaces if and ortly 
if it contains one infinite-dimensisnal normed ~l;pace. 
The test space D of distribution -theory is a metrizable locally convex 
space which allows an interesting application of 4.5. Since the topology 
of D is derived from a countable number of norms, D is total. ThusD, 
contains all complete ‘bornological :;paces, and it folloyws, for example, 
that Zoo E D, and I, is a quotient of’ a direct sum of copies of D. Further, 
this direct sum must e utlcountilble because D is nuclear, and nuclearity 
is preserved under quotients and countable direct sums [ 2 1, 7.41, but it 
need not exceed C, the cardina?. cf the real numbers, by 3.3. 
In 4.6, the Banach space &3 w nlr>t in general be replaced by a noi-med 
space. As an example, let pco be I:he subspace of finitely nonzero se- 
quences in the Banach sp~e co o~f‘all sequences converging to zero. It 
is not difficult to show that for an!r nach spiace B and continuous 
linear map f : B + PC,, f has a finite lt:nsior~al r nge ;so pco $ B, . 
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following propositik)n shows, howsver, that there are some n.ornM 
spacxs that coreflectively generate all n!ormed spaces. 
tion, The sdmztegory pco* is the category of all bomoio~gical 
spaIces. Thus the bornoZogim2 spaces arie coreflectively sing& gemmtd. 
roof. It is sufficient to show that pcO generates all normed spaces. For 
e&l positive integer n, let e, be that element of pcO which is 1 i3, ths 
lath position arid zero e&where. Then {en}tzI is a basis for plzO. Let lit be 
a discontinuous Arnction al on a normed sp:ace IV. Then there is a sequence 
& 1;= 1 from iV and an t : > 0 such that II & II <_ 2-n and I h{$, /n j I >> or 
for each yt. Define f : pee + N by f(e, j == pn for each ~1. Then 
I h f (e,/n j i > a for each ra, so h f is discontinuous. It follows that jgco I 
contains all norned spaces. 
5. The category LCS. Bireflective subcategeries 
In this section we shall show that the concept of bireflect& equiv+ 
lence is nontrivial and give invariants associated with the resultant equiv- 
alence classes, 
If SF;’ isa class of spaces, we have used the fact that A+” is obtained by 
taking all closed su.bspaces of products of me,mbers of .A’ s and: sl[ + is ob- 
tained by taking all quotients of direct sums of members of ~4. Surpris- 
ingly, a similar situation prevails for SQ x, We shall le; / stand for the 
quotient operation and c stand for the’closed subspace operation. 
5.1. Theorem. Each of the jbZlowing lkts of operations when up#ied 
once in the indicated order to a class of spaces d produces closure under 
that list of speratkms: 
(W%X,~,/(o~,I,C~; 
(ii)@,X,C; 
(iii) X 9 @, / if $76! ccmsist of Madey spaces. 
Proof. We begin by &owing that a direct sum of products of members 
of any class 1c: is a closed subspace of a product of direct sum:% of mem- 
bers of cc Considler the space T =@ VEH ~(&+E,Y). For each family 
{J 3 y uEH, where J,, C 1, and JV is finite, there is a space 
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and a canonical projection T -+ E’( {J&). Thus there is a mapping 
T -+ xE({J,}) (over ), and this mapping is easily seen to be a 
homeomoPphism onto a closed slbspace. 
Next, a product (direct sum) elf closed subspaces of members of C 
is a closed subspace of a product (direct sum) of members of & , and a 
product (direct sum) of quotients of members of C is a quotient of a 
product (direct sum) of ember!: of & . Fir~Uy, a quotilent of a closed 
subspace of a quotient mem,ber of e is just a closed subspace of a 
quotient of a member of C , and a closed subspace of a quotient of a 
closed subspace isjust a quotient of a closed subspace. Since all of thes)e 
results apply to any class C: y (i) 2nd. (ii) folliow. 
The result (iii) is a consequence of (ir) by duality, using Mackey 
duals. q 
The total injectives in L S occupy a centsal position in the analysis 
ofl bireflective hulls. 
5.2. Proposition. Let PQ be a clas&* of spaces, and let B be a total injective 
in KS. Then if i : I(B) + B is the cor&ectbn of B in SQ x, I(B) E SQ $. 
Thus B has the same coreflection in SQ + as in SQ t. 
ProoYBy 5” 1, there is a quotient (open) map n : N + I(B), where H is a 
closed subspace of a product XIE & and each Ai is a direct sum of mem- 
bers of SQ. Because B is injective, the map ilr : H + B may be extended to 
a map p : .XjEJ i A --, B. By the ur!iversal nature of I(B), p must factor 
through a map ?r’ : XjEJAl + I(B). Then 1~’ is an extension of the map v 
and is also an open map, and l(B)1 is a quotient of XiEJAi. Let N denote 
a convex neighborhood of ,:ero irl B, wiIh H(N) = (0). Then (n’)-‘(i-l(N)) 
is a neighborhood of zero in XiE,.+ Let N(ji_ .iz, ..,, i,) be a neighbor- 
hood of zero in X fEJAi which is contained in (n’)-l(i-l(N)) and which 
is restricted only on the coordinates jl, .,., &. If x is a point oi X jEJAi 
which is zero on the jl, ..“, j, coordinates, then for any A, Xx E N( jl, jz, ., . ,i,) 
and hi(n’(x)) E N, and hence i@‘(x)) = 0 and n’(x) = 0. It follows that 
n’ : iEJAi + I(B) factors thr0ug.h Xg z1 Ai,, and since a finite product 
is a direct sum, I(B) E -4, . 
5.3, 
BE 
Cor0llar3~. If d is my class qfspaces and B is a Banach space, then 
@iz imtpl/!es B E 
lary. We have .K 1 =rt: 2: $. 
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If ,G is finite dimensiolhal, 5.3 is trivia?. ‘When B is infjiite dirne:rIsif,>nal, 
5.3 fo”lows from 4.6, 5.2 and 4.7 and the fact that I, i:: a total injective 
CS. Corollary 5.4 is a consequence of the fact that K, consists of 
spaces with the uzore topology (the strong& locally tio:nvex topolIog!,rL 0 
It 3s clear from 4.6 that all infinite-dimensional Ban;lc.h spaci3s are 
coreflectively, hence bireflectively equivalent. Let us call a space’whic:h 
is bireflectively equivalent to an infinite-d:imen~ional Ei nac:h space a 
B-equivalent space, and a space which is bireflectively e,quivalellt ito the 
base field a K-equiv&nt space. From 5.4 lit is evide:nt Ict.hat &equiva.ient 
spaces and B-equivalent spaces are different, 
5.5. Theorem. A complete metrizable space M is either H-equivszlent or 
K-eyuivalen t, depending on whether it has on ~n~nil’te-dirnensionad trotal 
subspace or not. 
Proof. Since any infinite-dimensional Banach space corefiectivc$~ guwr- 
ates all Banach spaces and every complete space is a closed sub:space: of 
a product of Banach spaces [ 2 1, 5.43, it folll.ows from 4.5 that ;~JJ corm 
plete metriz a’lle space with an infinite-dimensional total subspace is 
B-equivalent:, 
Now, if II-I has no infinite-dimensional total subspaces, then it ham no 
infinite-dimensional total continuous images. Thus, being a C:~OXH:~ sub- 
space of a product of Banach spaces, it is a closed subspace of a plroduct 
of finit e-dimensional spaces. But eac:h finit e-dimensional space is gener- 
ated by K, so III is K-equivalent. 0
It “s natural to ask ::f 55 can be extended to say that every ccmapletle 
space is either K-equF!ralent orB-equivalent. The answer is in the :negative. 
In considering this prI)blem, we shall emplay the foll’owing rt&ti;on. If 
E is a Mackey space with dual1 M and algebraic dual A and M !L H E A, 
we shall let EH stand for the Mackey dual of& where H will bc: con- 
sidered to have the weak tpplology induced by E. Thus E = EJtf and EA 
has the core topology. 
5.6. Lemma. Lelt II1 and B2 be ,IMackey spaces: with duals 44, amI M2 
l and algebraic duals A 1 a.& A,, respective&. Let M, E hT 
- 5 g and if there is an in,r%zite ca,rdinal )4 such that !,v ai, 
5. AZ. &rf 
c= exp H ) 
5 N and r2 <, exp N , thlen there is L! nzinlmal subspace H,, 
1 c HI C_ AI, such that HI 6 BT and mery map from Bbl to 13” 
tars through B&. I’f B1 and li& are complete, then fi,&, is arlm CO 
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Pmcpf. We shall recursively generate afamily of spaces H(a), ac E exp H , 
M, ‘c H(a) C A 1, and H, will be the union of all the H(ar). Set H(O)= M, . 
If ir) has been-defined, set &:a[ + 1) equal to the linear hull of g*(H2) 
for 311 g E Hom(Bfy0, B:!; (here g* denotes the adjoint of g). It is not 
difficult to see that H(cw) C H(c;-+ 1). If or is a limit ordinal and H(p) has 
been defined foreach p <: cy, WC: set H(a) r=: UH(p) (p < at). 
Iit remains to establish the properties of H,. We fmt consider the car& 
dinality condi! ion. We have a& 5 g by assumption. Suppose H(or) <B1. 
A member g of Hom(B&,), Ba b is uniquely determined by the subset 
{ hg)hdM of H(cr). Sir&the cardinal of {/rgJbEM 
the cardi!& of HomQ3&taY 
does not exceed H , 
expH=EJ, 
I@” does not exceed c!@?))” and since J 
Now 6 < exp N and so fcr eac:,h g E Horn@&, S2), 
x$< exp H. 
It follows that t:he lineighull o,f all the g*(&) has a cardinal not exceed- 
ing g?, i.e., H(ca+1)< 11 l. It is t,:asy to see that for the limit ordinals 
H(at) < B4 and 3lso for H1, H1 I< B7. 
Next we consider the mappi lg property. Let g : l& -+ 82 be a con- 
tinuc:)us map. Then g*(M2) s h 1, and since 
g*(M,) < M=2 G H , g*(M,) c- H(a) 
for some Q E exp H. Thus if i : IlkI -3 B~tor) is the canonical map, 
g = g$, where gs E Hom(Bdr(, 
1 
 B ) and gf(,rii) c W(cw + 1) c HI l It fol- 
lows that g factors through &2. It is clear from the construction of H1 
that it is the minimal subspace with this property. 
F.inally we consider czompkeness. The space Bfrfoj is complete by 
assumption. Suppose Bkta, is 4:omplete. Let g E Hom(B&), B2). Then, 
since g is continuous, its graph R,, is a clos<ed subset of Bhfal X B? 
R, is also a closed subset of B&a1 X I?$ , and hence, letting R, have the 
relative topology induced ir +Ms econ d space, we find that R, is corn- 
plete. Now the natural map r~ : B~H~cr)+gr~j~_ril + R, is continuous ‘because 
p* is a bijection from the dual of’& to JY(ol) -i* g*&). Ii: follows that, if 
R, is given the Lackey topckgy, it become!; isomorphic to BiHtaj tge4 
IBy the Grothendieek dual characterization of completeness [ 2 1,6.2], 
a space is complete, then it is :;till complete when it is given the coze- 
spo:nding lMac ay topology. Tnus B~Hcaj+g*,cH211 is co 
is a canonical map 
If we let Q de cite the rarrge of 4, then it is clear t.hat: Q is a cr:losed st&- 
space of the range space and hence a complete space. Again q* is a ‘b&c- 
tion from the dual of Q to W(cw +1), and by the ciuai characterization of
compkteness, A&t,+1l is complete. Now if B&PI is complete, for each 
P < 1y, where c1 is a limit ordinal, then there is a canonical m;sppng 
rs’ mar) --) &A&?] and it follows as before that B&(y, is complete., The 
same argument applies1 to show that SbI is also complete. D 
For each inCnite cardinal H , let l_ ( H ) be the Banach spar:e of bounded 
functions on H’ with the suaremum norm, and Itet Zi( ‘M) be ti=s Hilbert 
space of sguare summable functions with its stanlard norm. “We shall apply 
Lemma 5.6 to these spaces, but, before *we dr:? let us note the impsrtanc,e 
of the I, (b$)‘s. If E is a complete space, there is some H sucl::k that if 
1, ( H)H is the coreflection of I, ( H ) in E’, , thsn E is bireflectively equiv- 
alent to 2, ( H)~. This is a consequence of the fact that 141 is_tl,,. c!osed sub 
space of a product of Banach spaces and that if H is chosen llarge nough, 
each of these Banach spaces may be embedded. asa closed su bspace of 
I,( H j, and so E may be considered aclosed subspace of a prodluct of 
some numckier of copies of Zoo ( H ). Specifically, by 2.1, if 3 i:r; ar diveaent 
filter, then there is a map f : E -+ I, ( H ) such crhat f( 3) is divergent. Eut 
f must factor through I,( I+),, so the image of 3 must be divergent in 
l-( H )H. It follows by 2.1 that E is reflectively generated by I,( R)H. 
Thus E and Zw ( H )H are bireflectively equivalent. As a conseciluenee of 
this and 5.1, we have the important criterion that if E and F are com- 
plete spaces, then E and F are bireflectively equivalent if and. only if 
they coreflectively associate the same space I, (H )H with ea& I,( )$ )- 
Now for any infinite cardinal Nr, let H2 = exp H i, # = ~xp N 2 2nd 
H4 = exp N3. WithB 1 = 12( H 4), 82 = l,( H 1) and @ equal TV 1Ehe alg* 
braic dual of @, Lemma 5.6 applies to give a space Sk which is corn- 
pletc and for which & 5 ,icI. Here the coreflection o I?2 ir &*is t 
B&, a core space. In the like manner, $, coreflectively associates a 
core space with each Z=, ( PE ), H 5 pf 1. On the other Il.and, &~IP, isa totzI 
space with a topology stronger than 12( tit 4), so there is a conkinuous one- 
to-one map r : BB, + lm ( ~4)~ Since Y is one-to-one, r* maps1 the algebraic 
dual of Zo,( H4) onto the al,gebraic dual of II& _ Since Ii’, is not the al@- 
braic dual of Bk, , r* maps some discontiiuous functionals from I, 
onto discontinuous functionals on Bb,. Thus Bb, does not: associat 
core topology with I,( Hi) (or lJ H)$ H 2 Hi). We have proved ttl 
following theorem. 
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5.7, Theorem. The bet’reflectr’ve subcdegtwies of LCS with total complete 
generQtors form 4 proper chss, 
Because the Banach spaces generate all complete spaces, it is clear 
thaw every bireflective subcategory of IAX with a complete generator is 
a subcategory 09~ for B an infinite-dimensional Banach space. The 
question naturally arises as I,;O whether BE = S. We shall answer this 
in the affirmative. , 
5.8. Lemma. Every bornolo~hd space is a quotient of a com@ete space. 
Proof. From 4.8 it is sufficient o show that pc, is a quotient of a corn-- ; 
plete space. 
1 
For each IZ, let KpI = K, and let F =@z=, Kn algebraically. Let U be ’ 
a nontrivial ultrafilter in the set P of positive integers. For each S E U ) 
let RS : F+B,,,_, K, be the canonical projection. Let iciU beF with 
the weakest locally convex topology that makes all the projections q,+ 
S E U , continuous. Then tht: maps ns induce an embedding of FU c to 
a closed subspace of the product of the spaces QnE p s Ki , and hence 
Frl is complete. We point out that the ultrafilter nature of U is necessa.ry 
here to show that the subspa.ce in question is closed, though we omit the 
details. Now the projection A, of & onto the nth coordinate space .K* 
is co.ntinuous for each n and hence 
A= n nEpfl;l(ta I Ial G w 
is a closed subset of EU. By I:21( 1.61, we may add A to the topology of 
& to obtain a new space D1, wtich is still complete. Then both Du and 
gcrg can be thought of as spaces lo f sequences, and the canonical mapping 
$ ,: Dt1 + pCO is contin_uous. 
Now the dual of co is I,, and since pco is dense in co, the dual of pcO 
may also be identified with I’~ or ali absolutely summable K-valued se- 
quences. On the other h\and, the algebraic dual of pcO is algebraically 
x ,rt E p K”, which may be thcugh t of as all K-valued sequences. Thus if 
A! is a discontinus;us functional on pcO ‘, iz is a non-absolutely summable 
sequence ( An }::_l . Let 8 be the collection of all subsets T of P such that 
&ETI ha 1 C =. Then 8 is an ideal, and there is a maximal ideal !IR con- 
taking 8, and the compleml:nt of b!DI in the power set of P is an ultr 
frker U (see [ 15, 211). For each S f U , XnEslX,I = 0~~ Thus for 
f.’ D, c + pea, hf is discontinuous on DU . It follows that pco is a quo- 
tient of a direst sum of D,‘s but such a direct sum is a complete space. 13 
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5.9.. eorem. The category KS is silzgly bireflect+eZy generated’ bly afly 
B-equivalent -pace. 
oof. Any B-equivalent space generates in their turn the IMach spaces, 
the complete spaces, the no:rmed spaces (Lemma US), the itiota spaces 
(Theorem 4,. 1), and finally all spaces (Corollary 4.41, CI 
If we apply Theorem 5.9 with an infinite-dimensional Bainach space 
and employ 5. li (i) to simplify the generation, &ye obtain tlhri: follo&ing 
corollaries. 
5.10. Corollary. Every space is a quotiem t of a conzpiete space. 
5.11. Corollary. Every space is a closed suhspace of a barre&d spme. If 
the non-exisknce of a strongly inaccessible cardYml number is asmned, 
every space is 1~ closed subspace of a hwnolopicaJ s/pace. 
Here in 5.11 we make use of the Lackey-Ulam theorem [ 1.8,X8], 
which invol:ores the concept of a strongly inaccessible cardirlal number. 
These results are of particular interest. Previously, it has not been an 
altogether t&al matter to give an example of a complete space w.ith an 
incomplete quotient, e.g., [Me p. 1951 and [:!‘I, p. 1921. A similar fe 
mark applies ‘to examples of closed subspaces of barrelled or bo,rnrological 
spaces which are not respectively bar-.-ellled or bt,rnological. 
Though 5.7 shows that there are v~y many bireflective a;ubcategories II 
of LCS, none of the “naturally occuring” subcategories seem to be bire- 
flective. The reason for this is essentia’1J.y that most interesting proper- 
ties of spaces are possessed by at leas: one B-equivalent space.. We state 
a formal result. 
5.12. Theomn. Any proper subclass oj’ LCS wkhAz contaim: a B-et@?- 
alent space must fail to have all four permanence propertim; and if the 
non-existence of a strongly inacces.sihEe cardinal is ammel& chwe 
under one o.f quotients, closed subspaces or direct sums must &fail. 
Proof. The ‘first: part of the theorem is (a corollary of 5.9. 
Let E be a B-equivalent space. Then by 53, E coreflectively generates 
all Banach tipaces. Let B be an infinite-dimensional Banaclr jspaee. Then 
by 5.9, B bireflectively generates, all spacesb By 5.1 f
subsgac::e of a qu0tien.t of a product of direct sums 
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that there is no strongly inaccessible cardinal number, then a product of 
direct sum23 ofB is, by the Mackey-Ulam theorem [ 18, 28.81, a borno- 
logical space. &!ch a space is also complete and hence is coreflectively 
by the Banach spacf:s [ 2 P, 8.41 and hence coseflectively gener- 
ated by E. Thus each space is ;o closed subspace of a quotient of a direct 
sum of copies of A‘, and the result follows. !I 
Tkle complete spaces, Mack ey 
of 5.12, to mention only a few. 
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